
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Since the constitutional of India provides for amending the constitution, time and again 

parliament has amended the constitution with more than 100 amendments so far. Supreme 

Court has gradually evolved since 1950s to protect the major provisions of constitution. One 

important instance is the case of 42 Constitutional amendment act 1976, which became a 

major threat for the basic features of Constitution. This amendment curtailed the powers of 

the supreme court judicial review & the basic feature like FR, DSP, Preamable etc, but this 

provisions was declared invalid by the SC through cases like Minerva mill, Keshavananda 

Bharathi & also Golak Nath case. 

Though article 368 has given enough power to parliament to make law and amend the 

constitution but in the same plane, Supreme court is the ultimate custodian of our 

constitution. 

Article 50 does not only talks about Separation of Power but also deals with doctrine of 

checks and balance that means each of the three pillars of our system has the right to look 

into actions of others and even restrict it if that goes against the constitution. 

SC is bound to safeguard our Fundamental Rights as ensured in Part III of our constitution as 

per article 32. 

This means SC has the right to go for further analysis of any amendment by legislation which 

put FRs of people at stake. 

Structure : 

Art 368 

Art 50 

Art 32 

Art 13 

 

Context: 

Indian constitution is a selective 

amalgamation of constitutions across the 

world, tweaked to serve the nation’s 

requirements. A core principle of our 

constitution is separation of power though 

with interdependence. 



 
 

 

A very important and strict decision of SC in GOLKNATH VS STATE OF PUNJAB case in 

which basic structure of constitution is defined and kept out of the purview of amending 

power of parliament. 

Thus SC has proper and balanced power to look further in parliament amendment. The 

various evident in history of Indian Constitution amendment are Minerva Mill Case, 

Keshwanand Bharti Case, sticking down of NJAC etc. where SC has kept a perfect check on 

parliament power of amendment of constitution. 

Also, SC is not free to look into each and every amendment by parliament which safely 

ensure Separation of Power. 

Apart from this, doctrine of eclipse of article 13 simply states not to restrict FRs in any 

circumstances (except in emergency) that is ensured by SC. 

Common man always has faith on judiciary and applauds the tremendous job the judiciary 

does by applying judicial review whenever the government tried to use its amending power 

arbitrarily. 

The concept of separation of power should be observed in order to maintain a healthy relation 

between legislature and judiciary. judicial review being a basic feature of the constitution, no 

government can possibly destroy the basic ideology and principle of our constitution. the 

healthy checks and balances which made our political system a rare and real success owes a 

great deal to a sensible legislative and legitimate judicious traditions in our country. 

Although the SC has not explicitly mentioned what constitutes Basic Structure, a rough idea 

as to its meaning can be gathered from its ensuing jurisprudence. 


